Fall 2014 Events Calendar

All events held at 180 Doe Library unless otherwise stated.

Event information subject to change. Please check updates on http://ieas.berkeley.edu/cks.

Friday, September 19, 9:30 am to 5:30 pm
Nuclear Options: Behind the US-South Korea Conflict
Yoon Il Chang, Argonne Distinguished Fellow, Argonne National Lab.; Chaim Braun, Stanford University; Yongsoo Hwang, Director General, Korea Inst. of Nuclear Nonproliferation and Control; Yusuke Kuno, Nuclear Engineering and Management, University of Tokyo/Japan Atomic Energy Agency; Andrew Newman, Sr. Program Officer, Nuclear Threat Initiative; Michael J. Apted, Vice Pres., INTERA Incorporated; In-Tae Kim, Vice Pres. for Nuclear Fuel Cycle Technology Development, Korea Atomic Energy Research Inst.; Thomas Isaacs, Visiting Scientist, Lawrence Livermore National Lab.; and Joonhong Ahn, Nuclear Engineering, UCB

Monday, September 22, 12 pm
From Water Mill to Rumor Mill: On nativist (hyangt’o) aesthetics in South Korea’s literary film adaptations
Jinsoo An, Assistant Professor, East Asian Languages and Cultures, UCB

Monday, September 29, 4 pm
The Birth of Sentimental Youths: The Affective Turn in 1910s Korea
Yoon Sun Yang, Assistant Professor of Korean Literature, Boston University

Friday, October 3, 4 pm
Art of the Korean Division: Imagined Unification, Ethical Subjectivity, and Crow’s Eye View
Sohl Lee, Assistant Professor of East Asian Art and Visual Culture, Stony Brook University

Friday, October 24 and Saturday, October 25, 2014, 9 am to 6 pm (IEAS 510)
Mega-FTAs and the Global Economy
Simon Evenett, St. Gallen University, Switzerland; Michael Plummer, Johns Hopkins SAIS Bologna Center; Liou To-Hai, National Cheng Chi University, Taiwan; Mignonette Chan, National Cheng Chi University, Taiwan; Seung-Joo Lee, Chung-Ang University, Korea; Deborah Elms, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore; Bora Park, UCB; Wu Yu-Shan, Academia Sinica, Taiwan; Charles Morrison, East-West Center; TJ Pempel, UCB; Steve Vogel, UCB; John Ravenhill, University of Waterloo; Stephen Krasner, Stanford University; Shujiro Urata, Waseda University, Japan; Hans Tung, National Taiwan University; Yi-feng Tao, National Taiwan University; Cai Penghong, SISS; and Seung Youn Oh, Bryn Mawr College

Friday, October 24, 2 pm (Alumni House, Toll Room)
Kyung-sook Shin and Korean Literature
Kyung-sook Shin, Award Winning Author; Youngm in Kwon, Visiting Professor of East Asian Languages and Cultures at UCB; Christopher Hanscom, Professor of Korean Literature at UCLA; Daniel O’Neil, Assistant Professor of Japanese Literature at UCB; Bruce Fulton, Young-Bin Min Chair in Korean Literature at UBC; Jiwon Shin, Professor of Korean Literature at Arizona State University; Ha-Yun Jung, Professor of Graduate School of Translation and Interpretation at Ewha Womans University; Marcella Marini, Editor at Sellerio

Wednesday, November 12, 12 pm
A Changing North Korea
Andray Abrahamian, Executive Director, Choson Exchange

Friday, November 14, 4 pm
Chinese in Pre-Colonial and Colonial Korea, 1882-1945
Vladimir Tikhonov, Professor of East Asian Studies, University of Oslo

Wednesday, November 19, 4 pm (223 Moses Hall)
Does the United States Have a Grand Strategy in Asia?
Michael J. Green, Senior Vice President for Asia and Japan Chair, Center for Strategic and International Studies

Tuesday, December 2, 5 pm (David Brower Center)
Shin Dae-Chul: A Conversation with Korea’s Rock Legend
Dae-Chul Shin, Leader, Sinawi and Chair of Barun Music Cooperative; Ho-Suk Ryu, CKS Visiting Scholar and CEO of Pison Contents, Inc.; Gun-Woong Shin, Music Producer and CEO of Fair Music and Executive Director of Barun Music Cooperative